[Immunogenic activity of vaccines against rabies].
The effectiveness of cerebrospinal avianized and tissue vaccines against rabies produced in Czechoslovakia was compared with that of some foreign vaccines. At the same time, the results obtained were compared with the international standard - vaccine obtained on request from the World Health Organization. The following methods were used for the determination of effectiveness: determination of the content of virus in vaccine in mice, effectiveness test in guinea-pigs -- Koprowski, effectiveness test and ED50 determination in mice -- our modification of Nazarov's method. The effectiveness of the Czechoslovak cerebrospinal vaccine was very good. The results were the same as in the case of the foreign vaccines (Soviet, Bulgarian) and the international standard vaccine used for comparison. The ED50 determined in these vaccines ranged from 2.49 mg to 8.0%. The avianized Czechoslovak vaccine showed higher effectiveness of foreign vaccines (Holland, Spain, Algeria). The immunogeneity index was 0.87--1.14. For the time being, tissue vaccines are produced in testing series in Czechoslovakia; nevertheless, they gave the same results as foreign vaccines (Soviet, French). The ED50 of tissue vaccines was found to range from 5.21 mg to 16.50 mg.